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Potential antitumor effects of short-chain fatty acids in breast cancer models
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Abstract: The effects of short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) have been explored against cancer due to the crosstalk between gut microbiota alterations and the immune system as a crucial role in cancer development. We evaluated the SCFAs effects in both in vitro and in vivo breast cancer models. In vitro, the SCFAs displayed contrasting effects on viability index, according to the evaluation of breast cancer cells with different phenotypes, human MCF-7, SK-BR-3, MDA-MD-231, or the mouse 4T1 lineage. Acetate displayed minimal effects at concentrations up to 100 mM. Alternatively, propionate increases or reduces cell viability depending on the concentration. Butyrate and valerate showed consistent time- and concentration-dependent effects on the viability of human or mouse breast cancer cells. The selective FFA2 4-CMTB or FFA3 AR420626 receptor agonists failed to overtake the SCFA actions, except by modest inhibitory effects on MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 cell viability. The FFA2 CATPB or FFA3 and β-hydroxybutyrate receptor antagonists lacked significant activity on human cell lines, although CATPB reduced 4T1 cell viability. Butyrate significantly affected cell morphology, clonogenicity, and migration, according to the evaluation of MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 cells. A preliminary examination of in vivo oral effects of butyrate, propionate, or valerate, dosed in prophylactic or therapeutic regimens, on several parameters evaluated in an orthotopic breast cancer model showed a reduction of lung metastasis in post-tumor induction butyrate-treated mice. Overall, the present results indicate that in vitro effects of SCFAs did not rely on FFA2 or FFA3 receptor activation, and they were not mirrored in vivo, at least at the tested conditions. Overall, the present results indicate potential in vitro inhibitory effects of SCFAs in breast cancer, independent of FFA2 or FFA3 receptor activation, and, in the metastatic breast cancer model, the butyrate-dosed therapeutic regimen reduced the number of lung metastases.
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Introduction

Breast cancer represents the tumor type with the highest worldwide incidence, with an estimated 2.3 million newly detected cases [1]. Besides clinical evaluation, a breast cancer diagnosis is based on immunohistochemistry investigation, considering the positivity for hormone receptors, estrogen (ER+) and progesterone (PR+), the labeling for the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2+), and the percentage of Ki67-positive cells (Ki67+), as a marker of cell proliferation index. According to these parameters, breast cancer types are classified into luminal A (ER+ and/or PR+, HER2-, Ki67+ < 20%), luminal B (ER+ and/or PR < 20%, HER2-, Ki67+ ≥ 20%); HER2+ (ER-, PR-, and HER2 overexpressed) or triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) (ER-, PR-, HER2-) [2]. As for the metastatic TNBC, the recurrence and the relative 5-year survival rates are inferior to other breast cancer subtypes at the metastatic stage, corresponding to 12% and 2.6 years, respectively [3]. Therefore, new therapeutic approaches for managing these scenarios require immediate attention.

Short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), such as acetate, propionate, and butyrate, are a class of bacterial-derived metabolites that can exert their effects by activating two G protein-coupled receptors, described as FFA2 and FFA3, previously known as GPR43 and GPR41, respectively. They can also modulate alternative cell tar-
gets, such as histone deacetylases (HDACs), and immune responses, such as modulation of regulatory T cells (Tregs), activity of dendritic cells and macrophages, production of anti-and pro-inflammatory cytokines, and proliferation of plasma B cell [4, 5]. In breast cancer, SCFAs have been reported as antitumor agents in preclinical studies by affecting several cell mechanisms, such as differentiation, growth arrest, and cell invasion [6-10].

Moreover, depending on their molecular subtypes and histologic index, the FFA2 and FFA3 receptors display highly different expression patterns in human breast tissue samples or cell lines. Clinical studies have postulated that gut microbiota alterations and SCFAs composition may affect breast cancer risk and prognosis [11], suggesting that SCFAs may have a beneficial or adverse influence on breast cancer outcomes depending on the experimental paradigm [12]. Given these critical gaps concerning the role of SCFAs in breast cancer, the present study performed a comprehensive characterization of the effects of SCFAs isolated or compared to selective ligands of FFA2 and FFA3 receptors on different subtypes of breast cancer cells or TNBC metastatic tumors model.

Material and methods

Cell lines and reagents

The human breast cancer cell lines MCF-7 (ER+), SK-BR-3 (HER2+), MDA-MB-231 (TNBC), and the mouse mammary gland cell line 4T1 (TNBC/stage IV breast cancer) were purchased from the Rio de Janeiro Cell Bank (BCRJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Cells were cultured at 37°C in atmosphere of 5% CO₂ in RPMI-1640 Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and 1% amphotericin B. The common reagents for the cell culture were purchased from Invitrogen™ (Carlsbad, California, USA). Sodium acetate, sodium butyrate, sodium propionate, valeric acid, sodium hydroxybutyrate, 4-Chloro-α-(1-methylethyl)-N-2-thiazolyl-benzene acetamide (4-CMTB), (S)-3-(2-(3-Chlorophenyl) acetamido)-4-(4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)butanoic acid (CATPB), and N-(2,5-Dichlorophenyl)-4-(furan-2-yl)-2-methyl-5-oxo-1,4,5,6,7,8-hexahydro-quinoline-3-carboxamide (AR420626) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (San Luis, Missouri, EUA).

Cell viability assay

Human and mouse breast cancer cell lines were seeded in triplicate, at a density of 6-8 × 10³/well, in 96-well plates. Following 24 h for allowing attachment, the cells were incubated with different protocol treatments of each SCFA as described below. Firstly, the effects of the SCFAs, acetate, propionate, butyrate, or valerate incubation, were evaluated. The range of concentrations with log-based increasing concentrations of each SCFA varied from 0.1 to 300 mM, depending on the compound, for 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. Similarly, the effects of SCFAs were compared with those displayed by the selective FFA2 and FFA3 agonists 4-CMTB (0.3 to 30 μM) and AR420626 (0.1 to 30 μM) or the FFA2 and FFA3 antagonists CATPB (0.1 to 30 μM) and β-hydroxybutyrate (1 to 30 mM), respectively, for 24 h, 48 h, and 96 h. Then, to reproduce the actions of microbiota-derived SCFAs, the effects of a combination of acetate (12 mM), propionate (5 mM) plus butyrate (3 M), or propionate plus valerate (both at 1 mM) after 48 h of incubation were evaluated. All concentrations were chosen either from the previous publications [13-16] or based on screening data of the current study. After treatments, the cell viability was assessed by a 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay [17]. The results were analyzed on a spectrophotometer (Spectramax M2, Molecular Devices, CA, USA) at 595 nm and expressed as a percentage of the control from 2-3 independent experiments.

Cell morphology

Three SCFAs, butyrate, propionate, or valerate, were selected at the concentration of 10 mM for the cell morphology analysis from the concentration-response experiments on cell viability. For this purpose, the human MDA-MB-231 or the mouse 4T1 breast cancer cell lineages were plated in triplicate at 2 × 10⁵/well in 24-well plates. Following 40-50% confluence, the medium was renewed, and the cells were exposed to each SCFA for 48 h. At the end of treatment, the cell morphology was registered using an inverted microscope coupled to a computer (Nikon, ECLIPSE Ts2, Melville, NY, USA). Five fields per well from three independent experiments were captured. The cell perimeter and area were determined as described before [18], with adaptations.
(cell polarity was calculated as the major migration axis length divided by the perpendicular axis length intersecting the nucleus, according to Lamers et al. (2011) [19]. For all measures, data are expressed as the percentage of control.

**Cell adhesion**

For this protocol, the methodology described by Li et al. (2014) [20] was adopted.Briefly, 96-well plates were coated with 0.1% gelatin overnight. The human MDA-MB-231 or the mouse 4T1 breast cancer cells were treated with butyrate, propionate, or valerate (3, 10, and 30 mM). The FFA2 agonist 4-CMTB (3, 10, and 30 μM) was evaluated in a separate experimental set for comparison purposes. After 48 h of ligand incubation, the cells were seeded (at 2 × 10^5/well) and incubated for one hour to allow adhesion. The non-adherent cells were removed by PBS washing, and 200 μl of 0.05% MTT solution/well was added. The reaction was stopped by adding 100 μl of DMSO. The results were read on a spectrophotometer (Spectramax M2, Molecular Devices, CA, USA) at 595 nm and expressed as the percentage of control of at least four independent experiments.

**Clonogenic assay**

The effects of SCFAs on the efficiency of colony formation of the human MDA-MB-231 or the mouse 4T1 breast cancer cells were evaluated. For this purpose, the cells were seeded in 24-well plates in duplicate at a density of 5 × 10^4 cells/well. After allowing attachment, the cells were incubated with butyrate, propionate, or valerate (3, 10, and 30 mM). After 48 h, the cells were re-plated on a density of 1 × 10^2 in 6-well plates. Ten days later, the cells were fixed in a 10% formaldehyde solution for 30 minutes and stained with 0.5% crystal violet. The mean number of colonies (as a percentage of control) and the survival fraction were determined from three independent experiments [21].

**Cell migration**

The ability of SCFAs to alter cell migration was analyzed by the in vitro scratch assay [22] with adaptations. The human MDA-MB-231 or the mouse 4T1 cells were seeded in 24-well plates (1.25-2.5 × 10^5 cells/well; in triplicate) and allowed to reach 80-90% confluence. Afterward, a wound gap in a cell monolayer was created by scratching a 200-μl pipette tip. After a PBS wash and medium renewal, the cells were treated with butyrate, propionate, or valerate (10 mM). The cell migration was documented at 0, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h, using an inverted microscope coupled to a computer under × 40 magnification (Nikon, ECLIPSE Ts2, Melville, NY, USA). The cell uncovered area from three independent experiments was calculated using NIH Image J 1.52a Software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) and expressed as the percentage of control.

4T1 orthotopic breast cancer spontaneous metastasis mouse model and overall assessments

Female Balb/CJ mice (14-18 g; 2-month old; N = 3-4/group) were obtained from the Center for Experimental Biological Models (PUCRS; CeMBE, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil). The mouse 4T1 breast cancer cells, cultured as previously described, were harvested in 100 μl of PBS and orthotopically injected into the 10th mammary fat pad of the mice [23] formerly anesthetized by a mixture of xylazine (10 mg/kg) and ketamine (100 mg/kg). The tumor-free control group received 100 μl of PBS at the same anatomical site.

Two different protocols of treatment were adopted. In the first protocol, the tumor was induced. The treatment with the SCFAs butyrate (600 mg/kg/day) or propionate (75 mg/kg/day) was given orally from day 14 after tumor inoculation until the day before euthanasia (day 29), completing 15 days of treatment. In the second protocol, the SCFAs butyrate (600 mg/kg/day), propionate (75 mg/kg/day), or valerate (0.3 mg/kg/day) were administered orally for 21 days until tumor induction and followed for more 28 days, ending the day prior euthanasia, completing a 48-day treatment period. In both protocols, control animals received vehicle at the exact schedules of treatment (0.9% NaCl; 10 ml/kg) and the doses of SCFAs were selected from previous data [24-26]. The body weight variation (in g), the tumor volume (in mm^3; tumor length × tumor width × tumor width/2), and the survival rates were recorded at different time points. Mice were maintained in microisolators, equipped with inlet/outlet air filters, under controlled temperature (22 ± 1°C) and humidity (50%-70%), and a light-dark cycle.
of 12 h (lights on at 7 AM, lights off at 7 PM). Cages were filled with sterilized wood chip bedding and animals received chow and sterile water ad libitum. The general locomotor activity of the animals was measured using an automated open-field system (46 × 46 × 36 cm) equipped with infrared sensors [11]. Following the behavioral analysis, mice were euthanized by 4-5% isoflurane inhalation, and blood and tissue samples were collected. As previously described, the blood was used for hematocrit and neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) evaluation [11]. Besides tumor-free carcass and tumor weight assessment, the brain, colon, left femur, kidneys, liver, lungs, and spleen were harvested and weighed (in g). The lungs were also photographed for gross analysis of metastasis. After the tumor and lungs were weighed, the samples were fixed in a 10% formaldehyde solution and submitted to conventional histological processing. Five-μm sections were stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Histological images were captured in a Zeiss Axiolmager M2 light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Gottingen, Germany) under ×200 magnification. The procedures followed the current Brazilian guidelines for the care and use of animals for scientific and didactic procedures from the National Council for the Control of Animal Experimentation (CONCEA, Brazil). The local Animal Ethics Committee approved all experimental protocols (PUCRS/CEUA 9011).

**Statistical analysis**

Data are expressed as mean ± standard error mean (SEM) or median accompanied by the interquartile intervals and maximal and minimum values. Statistical analysis of the in vitro data was performed by one-way (treatment as the outcome) or two-way (treatment and time as variables) analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test, except for the comparison between two groups, when an unpaired Student t-test was used. For the in vivo studies, the statistical analysis was accomplished by one-way (for treatment only) or repeated-measures (treatment effects along the time) ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. In some cases, the areas under the curve (AUC) were calculated. The survival rates were analyzed by the Log-rank test for trend. The inhibitory concentration of 50% (IC50) and the corresponding intervals of confidence were calculated using the function [Inhibitor] vs. normalized response. P values less than 0.05 were considered indicative of significance. The graphs and statistical analysis were built using the GraphPad Software Prism 9.3.1 for Windows (GraphPad Software; San Diego, California, USA).

**Results**

**SCFAs decrease the cell viability of different breast tumor cell lines**

To investigate how different SCFAs affect the viability of breast cancer cells, these were exposed to a range of acetate, propionate, butyrate, or valerate concentrations for 24, 48, and 96 hours.

The treatment with acetate at a concentration of 100 mM significantly decreased the cell viability of MCF-7 cells at 48 h and 96 h (Figure 1A). At 100 mM, acetate also significantly reduced the viability of MDA-MB-231 cells at 96 h (Figure 1C), but had no evident effect on SK-BR-3 cell viability (Figure 1B). The non-physiological concentration of 300 mM significantly decreased cell viability of all tumor cell lines (Figure 1A–C), presenting inhibitory rates higher than 90% at 96 h.

Considering propionate, cells were treated at average concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 30 mM. Interestingly, propionate treatment significantly increased cell viability, according to the assessment of MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and MDA-MB-231 cell lines, when tested at 1 mM and 96 h of incubation (Figure 1D–F). Conversely, when incubated at 10 and 30 mM, propionate significantly decreased the viability percentages of the three human cell lines at 96 h (Figure 1D–F). At this time interval and 30-mM concentration, the maximal inhibition percentages were 58%, 85%, and 48% for MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and MDA-MB-231 cells, respectively. For 24 h and 48 h, there was a significant reduction of MCF-7 viability from 3 to 30 mM (Figure 1D).

The SCFA butyrate caused a significant reduction of cell viability at 96 h when tested at 10 and 30 mM, regardless of the evaluated human breast cancer cell lineage, with inhibition percentages around 50% for the higher concentration (Figure 1G–I). For the MCF-7 cell line, butyrate also produced significant inhibitory actions at 24 h and 48 h of treatment, at 10 and 30 mM (Figure 1G). For the SK-BR-3 and
Figure 1. Effects of SCFAs on human breast cancer cell viability. Concentration and time-related effects of acetate (0.1-300 mM; A-C), propionate (0.1-30 mM; D-F), butyrate (0.1-30 mM; G-I) or valerate (0.1-30 mM; J-L) on the viability of MCF-7 (A, D, G, J), SK-BR-3 (B, E, H, K), or MDA-MB-231 (C, F, I, L) human breast cancer cell lineages.
MDA-MB-231 cells, butyrate displayed significant inhibitory effects at the 3 mM concentration and 96 h of incubation (Figure 1H and 1I).

The exposure of MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cell lines to valerate produced a significant concentration- and time-dependent blocking of cell viability, with maximal inhibitions > 90%, at 30-mM concentration and 96 h of treatment (Figure 1J-L). For this SCFA, the concentration of 15 mM reduced the viability of MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and MDA-MB-231 cells by 78%, 38%, and 73%, respectively. At lower concentrations (0.3 to 10 mM), valerate also significantly inhibited MCF-7 cell viability (Figure 1J).

Subsequently, the susceptibility to the inhibitory effects of SCFAs previously observed was tested in the mouse-invasive breast cancer cell line 4T1. The SCFA acetate displayed significant inhibitory effects when tested at the concentrations of 3, 10, and 30 mM, with maximal inhibitions close to 20%, independent of the time-point (Figure 2A). Similarly, the treatment with propionate also lessened the viability of the mouse 4T1 cells, at the concentrations of 10 and 30 mM, regardless of the time-point tested (Figure 2B). A marked reduction of the mouse 4T1 cell viability was observed after butyrate exposure, at 3, 10, and 30 mM, from 24 h to 96 h of treatment (Figure 2C) with maximal inhibition at 30 mM concentration and 48 h of incubation (about 80%). For 48 h, the estimated mean IC_{50} value (in mM; accompanied by the confidence intervals) was 7.3 (ranging from 5.9 to 8.9). Lastly, valerate was able to significantly reduce the viability indexes at 3, 10, and 30 mM, irrespective of the incubation period (Figure 2D). As for valerate, the calculated IC_{50} (mM, with confidence intervals) was 9.6 (varying from 6.8 to 13.7), for the time-point of 48 h.

The effects of the combination of the three gut microbiota-derived SCFA acetate (12 mM), propionate (5 mM), and butyrate (3 mM), totaling 20 mM when combined, was evaluated on the viability of human or mouse cell lines, MCF-7 (Figure 3A), SK-BR-3 (Figure 3B), MDA-MB-231 (Figure 3C), or 4T1 (Figure 3D). Data showed a trend toward a synergistic action for this combination protocol on mouse 4T1 cell viability but without statistical significance. A combination of valerate plus propionate (both at 1 mM) was also analyzed, but it failed to produce any significant effect in either the human MDA-MB-231 (Figure 3E) or the mouse 4T1 (Figure 3F) cells.

Overall, our results demonstrate that these SCFAs impact the viability of breast cancer cells, depending on the concentration and duration of exposure.

Selective FFA2 or FFA3 ligands and cell viability

Considering the ability of SCFAs to activate FFA2 and FFA3 receptors, a separate series of experiments were performed to assess the effects of selective ligands for comparison purposes. The selective FFA2 agonist 4-CMTB significantly reduced the viability of the human MDA-MB-231 cell line at concentrations varying from 0.3 to 30 μM, except for 3 μM. For this cell line, the maximal inhibition was observed at 96 h, with a 30-μM concentration (around 20%) (Figure 4C). For the SK-BR-3 lineage, 4-CMTB inhibited significantly cell viability at 96 h, without an apparent concentration-related effect (Figure 4B). The incubation of 4-CMTB failed to alter the viability of the human MCF-7 (Figure 4A) or the mouse 4T1 cell lines (Figure 4E). Concerning the FFA2 antagonist CATPB, did not significantly modify the viability of any tested human breast cancer cell lines (Figure 4D-F); nevertheless, this antagonist significantly reduced the mouse 4T1 cell viability, in concentrations ranging from 3 to 30 μM (Figure 2F). For the latter cell lineage, the percentages of inhibition with CATPB did not exceed 30%, irrespective of the concentration or incubation period.

As for the selective FFA3 agonist AR420626 (0.1 to 30 μM), this compound blocked only MCF-7 cell viability (at 10 μM; 24 h) (Figure 4G-I). Alternatively, AR420626 significantly inhibited the viability of mouse 4T1 cells at 3,
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Figure 2. Comparative effects of SCFAs and selective FFA2 and FFA3 ligands on 4T1 cell viability. Concentration and time-related effects of acetate (A), propionate (B), butyrate (C), or valerate (D), all tested at 3-30 mM, on the viability of the mouse mammary gland cell line 4T1. Effects of the selective FFA2 and FFA3 agonists 4-CMTB (1-10 μM; E) and AR420626 (3-30 μM; G), or the FFA2 and FFA3 antagonists CATPB (3-30 μM; F) and β-hydroxybutyrate (3-30 mM; H), respectively, on the viability of the same cell lineage. Each point represents the mean of 2-4 independent experiments, and the line indicates the SEM. The results were analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test, considering treatment and time as variables. *,#,Φ P < 0.05 when comparing the treated vs. control group at 24 h, 48 h, or 96 h incubation, respectively. The chemical structures of each SCFA are provided inside each corresponding panel.
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Figure 3. Combination effects of SCFAs on cell viability of breast cancer cells. Effects of acetate (12 mM), propionate (5 mM) plus butyrate (3 M), on the viability of the human MCF-7 (A), SK-BR-3 (B), and MDA-MB-231 (C), or the mouse 4T1 (D) breast cancer cells, after 48 h of incubation. Effects of propionate plus valerate (both at 1 mM) on cell viability of MDA-MB-231 (E), or 4T1 (F) breast cancer cells after 48 h. Each column represents the mean of 3 independent experiments, and the line indicates the SEM. The results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. *P < 0.05 when comparing treated vs. control group.

10, and 30 μM, mainly at 24 h of incubation, with a ≥20% reduction (Figure 2G). The FFA3 antagonist β-hydroxybutyrate (1 to 30 mM) did not elicit any significant alteration of humans (Figure 4J-L) or mice (Figure 2H) breast cancer cell viability.

Figure 4. Modulation of selective FFA2 and FFA3 ligands on human breast cancer cell viability. Concentration and time-related effects of the selective FFA2 and FFA3 agonists 4-CMTB (0.3-30 μM; A-C) and AR420626 (0.1-30 μM; G-I), or the FFA2 and FFA3 antagonists CATPB (0.1-30 μM; D-F) and β-hydroxybutyrate (1-30 mM; J-L), respectively,
Antitumor effects of short-chain fatty acids in breast cancer models on the viability of MCF-7 (A, D, G, J), SK-BR-3 (B, E, H, K), or MDA-MB-231 (C, F, I, L) human breast cancer cell lineages. Each point represents the mean of 2-4 independent experiments, and the line indicates the SEM. The results were analyzed by two-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test, considering treatment and time as variables. *P < 0.05 when comparing the treated vs. control group at 24 h, 48 h, or 96 h incubation, respectively. The chemical structures of the agonists and antagonists are provided inside (A, D, G, J).

In vitro assessment of breast cancer cell invasiveness

The SCFAs butyrate, propionate, and valerate were selected for the assessment of invasion, adhesion, clonogenicity, and migration assays due to their high efficacy in the previous experiments. Data depicted in Figure 5 show that butyrate (10 mM) triggered a significant increase in MDA-MB-231 cell perimeter (Figure 5A) and area (Figure 5C) without modifying the cell polarity index (Figure 5E). As for the mouse 4T1 cell lineage, butyrate also led to a significant increase in cell perimeter (Figure 5B). The 4T1 cell areas were significantly wider in the butyrate- and valerate-treated groups (both at 10 mM), with a trend toward elevation for propionate treatment (10 mM; P = 0.06) (Figure 5D). Finally, propionate also induced a significant increase of cell polarity in mouse 4T1 cells (Figure 5F). It was not possible to determine the 4T1 cell polarity in butyrate- and valerate-treated groups due to the observed morphological alterations. Repre-
sentative images show the morphology of human MDA-MB-231 (Figure 5G) and mouse 4T1 (Figure 5H) cells throughout the different experimental groups.

As for cell adhesion, valerate (30 mM) reduced this parameter, according to the evaluation of human MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 6A), whereas this same SCFA (at 3 mM) induced a significant increase in mouse 4T1 cell adhesion (Figure 6C). There were no significant alterations of cell adhesion for butyrate or propionate (both tested at 3 to 30 mM), in either MDA-MB-231 or 4T1 cells (Figure 6A and 6C). Considering that 4-CMTB elicited significant effects on MDA-MB-231 cell viability, it was also examined in the cell adhesion assay (3 to 30 μM). However, this FFA2 agonist did not significantly affect the cell adhesion of both cell lines (Figure 6A and 6C). Representative images regarding the cell adhesion assay are provided in Figure 6B and 6D for MDA-MB-231 or 4T1 cells, respectively.

The capacity of forming colonies is a relevant feature of tumor cells. In this evaluation, butyrate significantly inhibited the colony formation of MDA-MB-231 (Figure 7A) and 4T1 (Figure 7D) cells at 10 and 30 mM concentrations, respectively. The incubation with propionate (3 to 30 mM) significantly diminished the colony numbers of the human MDA-MB-231 (Figure 7A) but not the mouse 4T1 (Figure 7D) cell line. The incubation with valerate (30 mM) also significantly reduced colony numbers for both tested cell lines (Figure 7A and 7D). The inhibitory actions of SCFAs on clonogenicity were confirmed by the calculation of survival fractions for MDA-MB-231 (Figure 7B) and 4T1 (Figure 7E) cell lineages. Representative images showing the ability of SCFA to impair the clonogenicity of human MDA-MB-231 or the mouse 4T1 cells are provided in Figure 7C and 7F, correspondingly.

The classical scratching assay was used to verify whether the SCFAs might prevent the migration capability of MDA-MB-231 (Figure 8A) and 4T1 (Figure 8C) cells. Data showed the cell gap was utterly closed, irrespective of the experimental group at 48 h. For the remaining evaluated time-points (3 to 24 h), there was a mild significant inhibition of cell migration for butyrate (10 mM) regarding the mouse 4T1 cell line. In both cell lineages, no further significant effects were observed for butyrate, propionate, or valerate (all at 10 mM). Representative images for cell migration assay are provided in Figure 8B and 8D for the human MDA-MB-231 and the mouse 4T1 cells, respectively.

**In vivo assessment of SCFA effects in a mouse model of metastatic breast cancer**

Based on the in vitro findings, we decided to investigate to what extent the SCFAs administration might prevent tumor growth and metastasis. For this, subcutaneous injection of 4T1 cells in female Balb/CJ mice induced an orthotopic model of mammary cancer. In a therapeutic scheme of administration, the effects of oral administration of butyrate (600 mg/kg) and propionate (75 mg/kg), dosed from day 14 to day 29 after tumor injection, were observed (Figure 9A). A significant reduction in the number of lung metastasis in butyrate-treated animals (Figure 9F and 9G). However, none of the tested parameters were significantly altered by either butyrate or propionate treatment (Figure 9B-V). Considering that the diet and gut microbiota might influence cancer progression on a long-term basis, a preventive protocol of treatment with valerate (0.3 mg/kg), in addition to butyrate (600 mg/kg) and propionate (75 mg/kg), were dosed daily, beginning 21 days before the cell tumor injection, and 28 days following tumor induction, totaling 49 days of treatment (Figure 10A). This protocol failed to modify the parameters analyzed (Figure 10B-Y).

**Discussion**

Modifying the immune system through SCFAs and gut microbiota in cancer patients represents a promising strategy in cancer management [5]. Several studies have shown that SCFAs affect cancer progression through different mechanisms [6, 7, 27-29]. However, studies on the impact of SCFAs on breast cancer are superficial, and their role remains unclear. Therefore, this study evaluated the effects of SCFAs on breast cancer cells from different molecular subtypes and in a mouse metastatic breast cancer model.

The SCFAs propionate, butyrate, and valerate demonstrated antitumoral effects in the in vitro screening. On the other hand, the selective FFA2 and FFA3 ligands, besides acetate, dis-
Figure 6. Cell adhesion alterations in response to SCFAs in breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231 and 4T1. Assessment of adhesion of the human MDA-MB-231 (A) or the mouse 4T1 (C) breast cancer cells after incubation with butyrate (3-30 mM), propionate (3-30 mM), valerate (3-30 mM), or the selective FFA2 agonist 4-CMTB (3-30 μM), for 48 h. The box plots show the median of 4-5 independent experiments with the upper and lower quartiles, whereas the whiskers indicate the maximal and the minimal values. The results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test. *P < 0.05 when comparing the treated vs. control group. Representative images are showing the morphology of MDA-MB-231 (B) or 4T1 (D) cells in control or treatment groups.
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played modest outcomes. Initially, cell viability varied after treatment with propionate, butyrate, and valerate according to the cell line, and these discrepancies may be due to mechanisms independent of the FFA2 and FFA3 receptors, such as the HDAC inhibitory capacity of each ligand. Among the SCFAs, butyrate presented the higher efficacy [30, 31]. Our data demonstrated that treatment with acetate promoted an all-or-none pharmacological effect in human breast cancer cell lines and concentration-dependent actions on the 4T1 mouse cell line. In the gastric adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line, high concentrations of acetate induced cytotoxicity and DNA fragmentation and displayed enhanced pro-inflammatory cytokines release [32].

We observed a reduction of cell viability in MDA-MB-231, SK-BR-3, and 4T1 cells when treated with the FFA2 selective synthetic agonist 4-CMTB; this was not observed regarding the MCF-7 cells. Previous data demonstrated that propionate treatment increased CDH1 and reduced cell proliferation through the inhibition of the ERK1/2 pathway in MDA-MB-231 but not in the epithelial-like cells (MCF-7, luminal or BT-474, HER2+) when the FFA2 receptor is overexpressed, when the FFA2 receptor is overexpressed [9]. FFA2 is highly expressed in

Figure 7. SCFAs reduced the colony formation in breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231 and 4T1. Examination of colony formation of the human MDA-MB-231 (A, B) or the mouse 4T1 (D, E) breast cancer cells after incubation with butyrate, propionate, or valerate, all tested at 3-30 mM, according to the evaluation of colony numbers (A, D) and survival fraction (B, E). The box plots show the median of 3 independent experiments with the upper and lower quartiles, whereas the whisiers indicate the maximal and the minimal values (A, D). Each point represents the mean of 3 independent experiments, and the line indicates the SEM (B, E). The results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test. *P < 0.05 when comparing the treated vs. control group. Representative images are showing the colony formation of MDA-MB-231 (C) or 4T1 (F) cells in control or treatment groups.
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Figure 8. Effects of SCFAs on the migration of breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231 and 4T1. Time-course for cell migration, measured as the cell-uncovered area, of the human MDA-MB-231 (A) or the mouse 4T1 (C) breast cancer cells after incubation with butyrate, propionate, or valerate, all tested at 10 mM. Each point represents
breast cancer cell lines compared to FFA3 [7, 10]. Also, the invasive and triple-negative breast carcinoma tissue samples revealed that FFA3 and FFA2 expression are reduced compared to standard breast tissue samples [9]. Interestingly, CATPB and other selective ligands generally did not produce antitumor effects in breast cancer cell lines, indicating that these agonists targeted other mechanisms independent of FFA2 and FFA3 in these cell lines.

Cell morphological changes were observed after propionate, butyrate, and valerate treatments. The MDA-MB-231 cells exhibited a flattened appearance and increased size, suggesting a senescence phenotype, as El Hasasna et al. observed after propionate exposure [33]. Moreover, butyrate and valerate treatments altered the morphology of the MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 cells, developing numerous membrane extensions. This morphology shift could suggest a dendritic process, such as in breast cancer cells exposed to maternal embryonic leucine-zipper kinase (MELK) inhibitor, OTSSP167 [34]. The MELK gene expression is upregulated in breast stem cells and undifferentiated tumors. It is considered an indicator of poor prognosis and treatment resistance, suggesting that the inhibition of this gene might participate in breast cancer control. Similarly, a previous study demonstrated that MCF-7 cells, when exposed to propionate or butyrate, displayed a post-mitotic neuron-like differentiation morphology, indicating a differentiated phenotype and reduced malignant characteristics [6]. These SCFAs induced growth arrest and differentiation of human colon cancer cells associated with histone hyperacetylation [35]. Herein, 4T1 cells displayed these features after propionate treatment; however, only butyrate increased the cell size of MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 cell lines.

The valerate treatment altered cell adhesion in the MDA-MB-231 cell line, and this could be somewhat involved with the dendritic morphology due to the high immunoreactivity for vascular cellular adhesion molecule (VCAM-1) detected in clinically aggressive lymph node sarcoma cells with the same morphology [36]. In addition, the cancer stem cell subpopulation of MDA-MB-231 cells might be transdifferentiated into different phenotypes and morphologies after undergoing cellular damage, modifying its self-renewal capacity to survival mechanism [37]. Notwithstanding, SCFA butyrate has an effect, namely the “butyrate paradox”, which portrays the cellular response to be dependent on the level of cellular differentiation to define tumor progression [38].

The effects of treatment with butyrate, propionate, and valerate on the reduction of clonogenic capacity and survival fraction were pronounced in human breast cancer cells. As for the mouse cell line, the capacity to form new colonies and survival fraction were more sensitive to butyrate and valerate only at the highest concentration tested. Likewise, Shi et al. showed that the valerate treatment suppressed the colony formation capacity of human breast cancer cell lines with a regular drug renewal [39]. Butyrate treatment in colon cancer cell lines sensitive to HDAC inhibitors reduced colony formation compared to cell lines resistant to the same inhibitors [40]. Furthermore, in Ewing sarcoma cell lines, the co-treatment of butyrate with zoledronic acid and/or chemotherapeutic agents strongly suppressed the survival fraction and mean size of the colonies [41].

The SCFAs were able to suppress or inhibit cell migration and proliferation. These effects were observed after butyrate treatments in bladder and metastatic colorectal cancer cell lines [27, 28, 42], and the same effects were observed in human breast cancer cell lines after valerate treatment in a concentration- and time-dependent manner mediated by reduced HDAC activity [39]. Interestingly, in 24 h, butyrate incubation significantly inhibited cell migration in the 4T1 cell line, supporting data of the cell viability and colony formation assays after treatment with this same ligand.

Ligands that displayed better antitumoral effects throughout the in vitro screening were selected to be evaluated in a metastatic breast cancer model. Previous studies demonstrated...
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that butyrate modulated blood glucose homeostasis and glycogen metabolism in diabetic animals [25], followed by propionate, can be neuroprotective in an epilepsy model [24] and, finally, valerate promoted radioprotection in irradiated mice [26]. Herein, the positive cellular effects produced by these SCFAs were not reproduced by the systemic treatments in the orthotopic breast cancer model. Although daily oral administration of the butyrate therapeutic scheme reduced the number of lung metastases in mice, the sample size was limited, and the results were preliminary. Furthermore, this treatment may have affected metastasis considering a physiological development with fewer cells, unlike primary tumors that expanded faster due to a large amount of necrosis observed in the histological analysis through the intense proliferation of tumor cells without interaction with the host. Regarding other SCFA, recent data demonstrated that the antitumor effects of propionate in xenographic breast cancer models in mice, by implantation of JIMT-1 or MCF-7 cells, can inhibit tumor growth, by inhibiting STAT3, p38 activation, and stimulating ROS generation [7].

SCFAs have been described as modulators involved in the tumor microenvironment and tumor immunosuppressive therapy [29]. A recent study demonstrated that valerate and butyrate treatments, in safe concentrations, induced high immunostimulatory and antitumor effects of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells in syngeneic murine melanoma and pancreatic cancer models [43]. In this context, high systemic levels of butyrate and propionate in mice and patients affect the antitumor activity of anti-CTLA-4, impairing the expansion of memory T cells and antigen-specific T lymphocytes [8]. These data, added to our study, suggest that the relationship between microbiota-derived SCFAs and immune cells is essential in the involvement of the tumor microenvironment.

Antitumor effects of treatment with cisplatin combined with Lactobacillus acidophilus increased survival rate and improved inflammatory profile in the Lewis lung carcinoma mouse model [44]. Lactobacillus acidophilus is a probiotic microorganism that produces SCFAs, primarily acetate, propionate, and butyrate, via dietary fiber processing [45, 46]. Recent data suggest that the cumulative effect of butyrate and valerate can increase the capacity of SCFAs to inhibit HDACs, which are known to be a promising and potent target for antitumor therapy [47]. Despite the recommendation for dietary fiber consumption to reduce inflammation and increase breast cancer patients’ survival, in addition to butyrate being investigated in clinical trials, alternative strategies for the management of triple-negative tumors and high aggressiveness need to be improved urgently [5].

In summary, this study demonstrated that the natural ligand butyrate showed a significant decrease in malignancy capacity across multiple analyses against MDA-MB-231 and 4T1 cells, and these effects are probably via mechanisms independent of FFA2 or FFA3 receptor activation, including HDAC inhibition. While SCFA did not produce significant beneficial effects in the metastatic breast cancer model, there was a reduction in lung metastases in the therapeutic scheme with butyrate, according to the preliminary findings. It is indicated

Figure 9. Reduction of lung metastasis in the butyrate-treated group of therapeutic treatment on metastatic breast cancer model. Oral short-term administration of SCFAs, namely butyrate (600 mg/kg/day), propionate (75 mg/kg/day), or valerate (0.3 mg/kg/day) on the mouse model of metastatic breast cancer induced by 4T1 cell inoculation. (A) Timeline for this experimental protocol: the yellow bar shows the duration of treatment with the SCFA. The tumor was induced on day 0, and the behavioral tasks and euthanasia were performed on day 30. Bodyweight variation (g) of the control and treated groups measured continuously through the entire experimental time (B); as the difference between final (day 30) and initial weight (C); or the difference between days 29 and 14 (D). Evaluation of the different experimental groups regarding the weight of tumor carcass (H), tumor volume (I), brain (J), colon (K), femur (L), kidneys (M), liver (N), lungs (O), spleen (P). Measurement of hematocrit (Q) or neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) (R). General locomotor activity was measured as ambulatory movement (S), rearing (T), traveled distance (U), and speed (V). A survival curve is depicted in (E). The number of lung metastases is provided in (F). Representative histological images of lung metastasis are shown in (G). Each point or column represents the mean of 4 animals, and the line indicates the SEM. The results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, except for the time-course data for which a repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multi-comparison test was used. *P < 0.05 when comparing treated vs. 4T1 control groups.
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that the SCFA butyrate, mainly, might be related to the progression and development of highly invasive breast cancer, and, for this, the discovery of a mechanism that mediates its beneficial effects is necessary to support the development of a promising management strategy for this tumor type.
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